categories of unfoldings of smooth map germs ( [3] , [4] , [8] ) and the category of G-unfoldings of G-invariant function germs relative to G-right equivalence (Theorem 4.6). These are theorems which are already proved by many authors. Since our proof is a bit of an extension of Mather's method, it is slightly different of those of [2] , [3] and [8] . The main theorem unifies not only these theorems but also gives new informations about many other categories. For example, these are the category of G-unfoldings of equivariant map germs relative to G-contact equivalence (Theorem 4.7) and the category of unfoldings of smooth section germs which are solutions of a linear partially differential equation, (for example, harmonic function germs), relative to some equivalence relations. (Theorems 4.4 and 4.5).
In Section 1, we will construct the category of A -unfoldings of section germs relative to the equivalence relation which is given by a subpseudo-group of the pseudo-group of local smooth fibre bundle automorphisms. Our main theorem is Theorem B, which will be formulated in Section 1 and proved in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4, we will give some applications of Theorem B.
In this paper, smooth means class C°°. § 1. Formulations
In this section, we will construct the category of /l-unfoldings and formulate the main theorem.
Let M be a smooth manifold. We consider a smooth vector bundle E(M) over M with the fibre V(M) and the set Ff (M) of local smooth sections of Let F^(M) be a subset of rf(M) and S>(M) be the pseudo-group of local diffeomorphisms on M.
Definition 1.1. Let ^E(M) be a subpseudo-group of ^(M) x Then, we say that ^£(M) is essential if for any (/?, H)e& E (M}, H covers /?.
We now have a definition of ^-equivalence for germs of elements as follows.
Definition 1.2. Let a: (M, a)-*(E(M), b) and a': (M, a')->(E(M), b'} be germs of elements of F^f(M) at a and a' respectively. We say that a and a' are & E -equiva1ent (and we write a~ , S]L Q') if there exists a germ (/?, H) of elements of G E (M) at (a, b)eMx E(M) with (fc(fl), H(b)) = (a f , b'
) such that H°or = cr'°/i.
Since we shall only consider germs throughout this article, we assume that M=R" and every germs are defined at the origin.
Notations. with the following properties: In the above way, we have constructed the category of yl-unfoldings of a germ of elements in T^(M) relative to ^-equivalence. The versal yl-unfolding is defined as follows. 
{(T\a:
((i) (Mf)(0)=l, (ii) (ftTff): (K 11 x E(H W ) x fi', (0, 0, 0)) > («" x £(R»), (0, 0)) defined by (lijfl)(x, y 9 u) = (h(u)(x\ H(u)(y)) for (x,y,u)e(R"x E(R n ) x R r , (0, 0, 0)) is a smooth map germ, such that H(u)°Z u = Q u°h (u). Definition 1.6. Let Z:(R»x R r , (0, 0))-+(E(R n ), 0) and Q : (R n x R s , (0, Q))-+(E(R n ),
Remark.
A versal yl-unfolding of cr relative to & E has every information as /L-unfoldings of a relative to the ^-equivalence. Hence, if we study the bifurcation of singularities of a in F£(n) with respect to ^-equivalence, it is enough to seek for a versal /1-unfolding. Now we have the influential candidate which characterize the versal Aunfolding of a e F$(n) Q relative to & E .
We will formulate as follows : Let 9(ri) be the set of germs of smooth vector fields at the origin of R n . We remark that for any ^ e 9(ri) there exists a unique smooth map germ 0: (R n x( -e, e), (0, 0))-»(J? n , 0) with (j) t e&(n) and (/> 0 = l such that dfdt((j)t)\ t= Q = ^ by the existence theorem for ordinary differential equations. Now, we define the "tangent space" 0 E (ri) corresponding to as follows : --(A r )| f=0 and ri=-(H t )\ tssQ for (A r , H t )e9 E (n) and (A OJ ^0)
In general 0|(n) does not have any useful algebraic structure even for U-linear space structure.
Let C$(R n , E(R n )) be the space of smooth map germs U» ->£(«») at the origin. For any £ e 0(n), we can regard as da^ e Cfi(R n , E(R")), and for anŷ E 0(E(n)) 9 we can also regard as 1700-e C$(R n , E(R n )).
We define
projection. We let T ff = n v o T a .
We say that is an infinitesimal map of a relative to & E ,
If 0|(n) is an H-linear subspace of 9(n)x 9(E(n)) 9 the infinitesimal map of a is an JR-linear map.
We now assume that 
is an It-linear subspace of C$(R n 9 V(R n )) which is independent of the choice of a. Hence, we can denote it as GjJfR", V(R n )). Now, we consider the inclusion map 
We now define
for any (x, v)e(R n xR*, (0, 0)), then Q is an infinitesimaHy versal /1-unfolding
Since Z is a versal yl-unfolding of a relative to ^£, there exists a ^£-morphism 0: O->T. Hence, by the direct computation and the definition of the infinitesimal versality, I
1 is an infinitesimally versal /l-unfolding relative to & E .
Q.E.D.
In general, we say that "the versality theorem" holds if the converse of the above proposition holds.
We need a condition about the differential structure of R n (i.e. local ring on R n ) in order to characterize the category of /1-unfoldings for which "the versality theorem" holds. Let C%(R") be the local H-algebra consisting of smooth function germs at aeR".
We denote m*(R n ) the unique maximal ideal in C%(R n ). For the convenience, we denote m w = nto > (JR 11 ).
) and P*:
Now, we let ja^/£(M) be the pseudo-group consisting of local smooth fibre bundle automorphisms, then it is the maximum essential subpseudo-group of @(M) x &(E(M)).
We denote the "tangent space" corresponding to j/*/f(M) by 0£(n). Then 0£(n) is naturally a C$(R n )~modu\e: the action of
CJ(JR") on 0£(n) is defined by h(X, X+Y) = (HX, hX + hY)
for h eCg(U") and (*, X+ y)e0£(n). It is evident that Q(JR n , K(J? fl )) is also a CJ(H")-module.
Because jR(w) is a sub JJ-algebra of C$(R n \ 0%(n) and C$(R n , V(R n )) are naturally jR(w)-modules. Definition
We say that a triple (r^(n), & E (n), R(n)) is essential if the following conditions hold :
( For the proof of Theorem B, it is enough to prove the following uniqueness theorem.
Theorem 1.12 (The uniqueness theorem). With the same hypotheses of Theorem B, if I and Q are infinitesimally versal A-unfoldings of a relative to & E with the same dimension, then these are & E -isomorphic.
If we assume the statement of Theorem 1.12, we can prove Theorem B as follows.
Proof of Theorem B. Let Z be an r-dimensional infinitesimally versal Aunfolding of a G r^(ri) 0 relative to & E . Let Q be any ./1-unfolding of a whose dimension is s.
is a /1-unfolding of cr and Q is induced from Q* by the canonical inclusion / :
for any (x, u, v)e(R n xR r+s , (0, 0)). Then £* is the /1-unfolding of a which is induced from I by the canonical projection.
Since I is an infinitesimally versal /1-unfolding of a relative to ^£, O* and I* are infinitesimally versal /1-unfoldings of a relative to & E . Because Q* and Z* have both (r + s)-dimension, these are ^£-isomorphic by Theorem 1.12. Hence, there exists a ^-morphism from Q to I. This completes the proof.
We will prove Theorem 1.12 in Section 2 and Section 3. § 2o Preliminaries
In this section, we will prepare some tools in order to prove Theorem 1.12.
2-A) Ordinary differential equations. Hence, ((/?" H r ), / r ) is the ^-isomorphism between <f> 0 and 4> f . This completes the proof. Q. E. D.
2-B) The local R-algebra R(n).
Let Al be a sub M-algebra of C°°a(R n ) for any neiV. For any non-negative integer r, we define
C^( n) (R^) = R(n)® R C^(R'').
Then, we can regard CS (l0 (R M+r ) as a sub R-algebra of Cg ) (R B+r )-Let TT : (R n+r , (0, 0))-^(H r , 0) be the canonical projection, then we have 7c*(C?(R"))c:CJ (ll) (H" + 0.
The following lemma is "the preparation theorem" for R(ri). Proof. Since R(n) is of finite type, there exist p l9 ... 9 p k eR(n) such that P*(C^(J* fe )) = R(n). We now define 7i r : (R fc+ % (0, 0)) ->(*',0)
as the canonical projection. We also define by i(/) = l®n/. Then, we may consider that 7c*(m r ) = i(m r ) in C^j 0) (U fc+r )-By Malgrange's preparation theorem (cf. Mather [5] ), n* has Property (W). It follows that i has also Property (W).
Since P*: C?(JR*)->£(n) is surjective, then P*®1: Cg ) (K*)® Jl C2 > (lf r ) C*(n)(^n + 0 is surjective. It has also Property (W).
It is clear that the composition of maps which have Property (W) has Property (W). Hence, 7r* = (P*®l)oj has Property (W). This completes the proof.
Q.E.D. is a finitely generated Cg^fiO-module. Hence, we have M' = P(A) by Nakayama's lemma (cf. [5] ). This completes the proof.
Corollary, Let M be a finitely generated C^^R^^-module. Let N be a C% (n) (R n+r )-submodule of M and A be a finitely generated C$(R

Q. E. D. § 3o Proof of the IMquness Theorem
In order to prove Theorem 1.12, we need some lemmas. and 1 e ^E. This completes the proof. Q. E. D.
By the above lemma, we only consider the case that I and Q are linear versally homotopic yl-unfoldings of a.
We now define
Then <P is an (r + l)-dimensional /L-unfolding of (7 such that <P(x, w, 0) = I"(x, w) and $>(x, w, l) = (2(x, M) .
We let
It may be regarded as a C^( n) (H'
is finitely generated over C% (n) (R n+r+l ).
We denote by 5(n + r + 1) x 9(E(ri) + r + 1) the set of pairs (X, 7) of smooth vector field germs along n n and n E(n} at origins respectively, where n n : (R n xlt +1 , (0, 0))-KK», 0) and
We also define then it is a CJ ) (n) (l?' Hl ' +1 )-module, because 0|(n) nas an ^(n)-module structure.
We may regard 5|(?i + r+l) as a Cf (n) (JI' I+r+1 )-submodule of 9(n + r + l)x
&(E(n) + r+\).
Next, we construct a homomorphism between these modules as follows:
be the canonical projection. We define T by See the following diagram :
Then, we define a Cg' (n) (J?"
Tg: by
Since dim fl <Ctf(jR«, F(U«))>K (n) /(C£(/?», F(H-)) + T5(0g(n)))< + oo, there exist 6 lv .., b.e(C$(R; K(fi"))>j«.) such that This completes the proof.
Q. E. D.
We now have tools to prove Theorem 1.12.
Proof of Theorem 1.12. Because [0, 1] is compact and <P is linear versal homotopy between I and Q, it is enough to prove 0 0 and $ t are 0^-isomorphic for sufficiently small t>0.
Since #(x, 0, f) = a(x) 9 then 34>(x, 0, t)/dt = Q. Hence, 54>/3r etn,.C^(l2 where (ji,..., y q >) denotes a coordinate of V(R n ) about the origin. Here, we give some applications of Theorem B.
A
) The case R(n) = C$(R").
A-l)
A-l-a ) We let dfldXi(i = l,...,n) . We write it J(f) and call it Jacobian module of/.
A yl-unfolding of /is the ordinary unfolding which has defined by Mather (M). Then we have the following theorem. 
A-3) E(M)=T(M).
In this case, F%(n) is the set of vector field germs on JR" at the origin. The most natural equivalence relation between germs of vector fields is the smooth equivalence.
If we let ^T(M) = {($, d0)|0 is a local diffeomorphism on M}, then thê -equivalence is the smooth equivalence between vector field germs.
For any £ £ T^(n) = 6(ri), the infinitesimal map is given by Lie derivative:
Since Lie derivative is not a Cf (I? n )-homomorphism, then (r*(n), ^r(w), is not essential. But, we have not known the example for which the versality theorem cannot hold. It is conjectured that there exists the example of differential form for which the versality theorem cannot hold. The most natural equivalence relation between germs of PfafSan systems is the equivalence relation which is given by coordinate transformations on M, The same reason as the case A-4), this equivalence relation cannot make the essential triple.
But, if only pay attention to singularities of Pfaffian systems, it is enough to consider the equivalence relation which preserve rank of (a{ (x)) and make the essential triple.
One of the candidate of such an equivalence relation is given by the following essential pseudo-group : When # = 0, then the above theorem seems to be applied for the qualitative study of phenomenons which are described by Harmonic function's potentials.
B) The case R(n) = C §(R n ).
Here, let G be a compact Lie group which acts linearly on I?" and C$(R n )
be the set of germs of smooth G-invariant functions at the origin.
If /GCS(K", R p l it induces /'e C{b i0) («"x(K p )*) by f'(v, w) = w(/(u)).
Since Cf 0t0) (R n x (JR*)*) is the subring of C^f 0 )(*" x(lt*)*) of finite type (see [7] It is clear that (Q(K", R*\ jT G (n, p), Cg(Jt n )) is essential. 
C) The case R(n) = R.
In all above case, if we take finite jet spaces, then the versality theorems always hold.
